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Abstract— A novel mechanically reconfigurable reflectarray
element actuated by an electromagnet working in C-band is
proposed. The 1-bit phase shift of reflecting wave is achieved
by bending a half-wavelength dipole with magnetostatic force.
Due to the isolation between element and RF phase shifter,
the proposed reflectarray element is free from insertion loss.
This is the first article demonstrating the performance of a
reconfigurable reflectarray with the element totally isolated from
the RF phase shifter. Due to the contactless reconfigurable system,
the mechanical connection between the electromagnet and the
reflectarray element is physically unnecessary. Prototypes of the
proposed reconfigurable reflectarray elements are fabricated and
their mechanical tunability is theoretically and experimentally
clarified. The detailed working principle of electromagnet control
and implementation method are discussed. Next, a 25 × 8
1-bit reconfigurable reflectarray using the proposed elements is
fabricated and its scattering performance is demonstrated via
field measurement. The measured gain and aperture efficiency
of the fabricated 1-bit reconfigurable reflectarray are 22.7 dBi
and 34.0% at specular direction, respectively. According to a
comparison with previous works, it is clarified that the aperture
efficiency of the proposed 1-bit reconfigurable reflectarray
outperforms previously developed ones.

Index Terms— Electromagnets, magnetostatics, ON–OFF con-
trol, reconfigurable antennas, reflectarrays.

I. INTRODUCTION

AREFLECTARRAY (RA) is well known as one of the
promising antennas. The RA is a kind of reflector

antenna, and its reflecting surface is composed of a number of
array elements illuminated by a primary source such as a horn
antenna. The reflecting surface is designed so that its main
beam is directed in a specific direction. Starting from the first
RA that has been proposed as an array of bulky waveguides,
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extensive efforts have been dedicated to the development of
various RAs [1]. For example, studies on planar RA [2], [3],
[4], [5], [6], multilayered RA [7], [8], 3-D-printed RA [9],
[10], [11], [12], and combination of RA and phased arrays
[13], [14] have been reported so far.

According to the recent advancement of wireless tech-
nologies toward high-frequency band such as millimeter
waves, the so-called reconfigurable RA has been studied.
The reconfigurable RA is capable of controlling their
main-beam direction and high propagation loss at the high-
frequency band can be compensated. According to their
mechanism of reconfigurability, the reconfigurable RA is
roughly categorized into electrically reconfigurable RA and
mechanically reconfigurable RA.

The electronically reconfigurable RA has been developed
so far and their main-beam direction is controlled using
RF phase shifters such as p-i-n diodes or varactor diodes.
RA antennas with 160 × 160 elements have been proposed
[15]. The 1-bit phase shifters using p-i-n diodes are loaded
with the RA elements and beam scanning capability of the RA
has been demonstrated. A wideband 1-bit reconfigurable RA
antenna also using p-i-n diodes, which has a relatively higher
aperture efficiency, has been reported [16]. A wideband RA
based on single-layer magnetoelectric dipole elements with
1-bit reconfigurability has been proposed [17]. An aperture-
coupled patch element with a varactor diode has been proposed
and applied to electronically reconfigurable RA [18], [19].
A couple of electronically reconfigurable RA elements for
dual-linearly polarized RA or multipolarization RA have
been proposed [20], [21], [22]. A circularly polarized 1-bit
reconfigurable RA based on p-i-n diode to change element
rotation angle electromagnetically has been presented [23].
A 1-bit time-modulated method in reconfigurable-intelligent-
surface (IRS) applications has also been demonstrated [24].
The major advantages of the electronically reconfigurable
RA are high-speed and reliable beam scanning, while their
major disadvantages are high insertion loss and nonlinearity of
diodes. Although micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS)
and liquid crystal (LC) are also known as promising
technologies for reconfigurable systems, it has been indicated
that their major disadvantages are high loss at microwave or
millimeter-wave frequency bands [25], [26].

On the other hand, to overcome the insertion loss of
p-i-n diodes and other electronic switches, the mechanically
reconfigurable RA has been developed as counterparts of
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electronically reconfigurable RA [27], [28], [29]. The main-
beam direction of the mechanically reconfigurable RA
antennas is controlled using mechanical phase shifters such
as actuators. Mechanically reconfigurable RA using rotational
elements or slotted patches of tunable height has been
proposed [30], [31], [32]. RA elements are mechanically
connected with actuators under the ground plane and their
rotation angle or height can be controlled by the actuators so
that the main beam of the RA is directed to a specific direction.
In recent years, a couple of new approaches for beam scanning
of mechanically reconfigurable RA have been proposed, e.g.,
rotation of a feed antenna [33] or rotation of RA itself
[34]. Major advantages of the mechanically reconfigurable
RA are continuous phase variation and high-power handling
capability, while their major disadvantages are slower scanning
speed and complicated physical connection system.

It should be indicated that a couple of disadvantages
of the electronically/mechanically reconfigurable RA stems
from both the RF coupling and the mechanical connection
between RA elements and RF phase shifters. For example,
as mentioned earlier, the electronically reconfigurable RA
suffers from high insertion loss and nonlinearity of diodes
because RA elements are electromagnetically coupled with
diodes at the RF frequency band. On the other hand, relatively
high isolation between RA elements and RF phase shifters
(i.e., actuators) can be kept at the RF frequency band for
the mechanically reconfigurable RA, but the complicated
mechanical connection between them is necessary. As a result,
the fabrication of the mechanically reconfigurable RA is
cumbersome. As mentioned above, electrical or mechanical
contact between RF phase shifters and RA elements often
results in problems such as high loss or fabrication difficulty.
To the best of authors’ knowledge, a reconfigurable RA
element based on electronically/mechanically contactless RF
phase shifters has not been proposed.

In this article, a mechanically contactless reconfigurable
RA element using electromagnets is proposed. The proposed
reconfigurable RA elements are composed of metallic dipole
over flexible supporting structures backed by a ground plane.
Metallic dipole elements are attached with magnetic materials
such as steel and their height is tunable by static magnetic
field generated by electromagnets behind the ground plane.
The static magnetic field can penetrate the ground plane,
whereas the electromagnets themselves are isolated from
the RF signals, including incident/reflection waves by the
ground plane. Because the electromagnets (i.e., phase shifters)
are electrically decoupled with the RA elements in the RF
frequency band, the proposed RA elements are free from
insertion loss of the phase shifters. Mechanical/RF connection
between RA elements and RF phase shifters, soldering of
diodes, and complicated mechanical fabrication is unnecessary
for the proposed reconfigurable RA element. As a result, the
proposed RA demonstrates relatively higher aperture efficiency
performance than previously developed 1-bit reconfigurable
RAs.

This article is organized as follows. In Section II,
an electromagnet-controlled RA element is proposed and
designed. Next, prototypes of the electromagnet-controlled RA

Fig. 1. Demonstration of electromagnet-controlled RA element: (a) side
view, (b) top view, and (c) bird’s eye view.

element are fabricated and their mechanical reconfigurability
using electromagnets is measured. In Section III, a 1-bit
25 × 8 RA antenna is fabricated, and its systematic design
methods were introduced. In Section IV, the scattering
performance of the fabricated prototype is measured in the
outdoor environment and the measured results are discussed.
Finally, Section V concludes this work.

II. DESIGN AND VALIDATION OF RA ELEMENT
USING ELECTROMAGNET

A. Design and Working Principle of the RA Element

The configuration of the proposed electromagnet-controlled
RA element is shown in Fig. 1. On the top of the geometry,
there is a flexible copper strip with length and width of Ld

and dd . A small square steel patch of width a is underneath
the center of the copper strip. In this article, a = dd is kept
throughout the study. The height of the steel patch over the
ground is s. A flexible film with thickness t , length L , and
width d is attached below the steel patch. The small steel
patch is sandwiched between the copper strip and the film.
The film is the supporting substrate for the copper strip, and
it is taped on the film. Both the film and the copper strip are
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flexible so that they can be bent simultaneously when a static
magnetic field is applied to the steel patch. The film is made
of elastic polystyrene with relative permittivity ϵr = 2.6 and
loss tangent tanδ = 0.007. A rectangular block and a right-
angle trigon block that are made of 15% infilled polylactic
acid (PLA) (ϵr = 1.25 and tanδ = 0.01) are placed below the
film. The two blocks with height h are supporting structures
for the upper components. The rectangular block clamps to the
polystyrene on one end. The flat top surface of the rectangular
block can flatten the polystyrene film when the magnetostatic
force is not applied. On the other end, the right-angle trigon
block supports the polystyrene film at the same height. The
trigon shape helps the polystyrene film to slip on the other end
with small mechanical resistance when the magnetostatic force
is applied. An aluminum ground with length dy and width dx is
attached to the bottom of the blocks. Underneath the ground,
a cylindrical dc-controlled electromagnet with radius b and
length le is attached.

The phase tuning mechanism is based on the height-
tunable resonator approach [35]. The flexible copper strip over
the elastic polystyrene film is flat when the electromagnet
turns off, which forms a straight half-wavelength dipole over
ground plane. Once the electromagnet turns on, the square
steel patch underneath the center of the copper strip is
attracted to the ground plane by the magnetostatic force,
which then forms a bent dipole over ground plane. Such
deformation and height tunability of the dipole element
result in the difference of electromagnetic response, i.e.,
phase of reflection coefficient [32]. Simulation results in
Section II-B demonstrate the difference in electromagnetic
response between straight/bent dipole elements. The attracting
force is generated from magnetic coupling between the
electromagnets and the steal patch via static magnetic field
penetrating the ground plane. Although the magnetostatic field
penetrates the ground plane, RF signals are shielded by the
ground plane. Therefore, complete RF isolation between the
RA element and the electromagnet (i.e., RF phase shifter)
is achievable by the proposed RA element. As a result, the
proposed RA element is free of insertion loss of the RF phase
shifter.

B. Scattering Performance Analysis

Scattering performance of the electromagnet-controlled RA
element under 2-D periodic boundary condition (PBC) is
simulated by method of moments (MoM) using commercial
simulator software FEKO. The working frequency of the
proposed electromagnet-controlled RA element is 4.4 GHz.
The array spacing is dx = 20 mm (0.293λ ) and dy = 50 mm
(0.733λ ). Dimensions of the RA element here are optimized
ones according to the mechanical performance analysis shown
in Section II-C. Variation of reflection coefficient with respect
to height s is shown in Fig. 2. It is found that 180◦ phase shift
is available for two different angles of incidence (θ f , ϕ f ) =

(0, 0◦), (30◦, 0) as s varies from 0 to 5 mm. Also, it is found
that the drop of the magnitude is below 0.1 dB within the
tunable range. The drop of the reflection magnitude stems from
lossy dielectric material. According to the numerical results,

Fig. 2. Tunability of reflection coefficient with respect to height s.

Fig. 3. Frequency response of reflection coefficient (yellow zone represents
bandwidth where the phase difference between ON-state and OFF-state is
ranging from 160◦ to 200◦).

it can be concluded that the proposed RA element meets the
requirements of composing 1-bit reconfigurable RA.

Fig. 3 shows the frequency response of the reflection
coefficient. Here, the ON-state means that the electromagnet
turns on, after which the steel patch is attracted to the
ground plane and RA element is bent. Similarly, the OFF-state
means that the electromagnet turns off, and then, the RA
element keeps flatness. The switching process of ON-state and
OFF-state forms the 1-bit configuration of element. As indi-
cated in yellow zone (approximately from 4.25 to 4.45 GHz)
in Fig. 3, the phase shift between ON-state and OFF-state is
ranging from 160◦ to 200◦. Meanwhile, it is found that the
drop of the magnitude is at most 0.4 dB within the frequency
band. According to the numerical results, it can be concluded
that the proposed RA element keeps a phase shift of 180◦

within a specific frequency band without significant loss.
These simulation results demonstrate that the proposed

electromagnet-controlled RA element is capable to reconfigure
the phase of reflection coefficient between ON- and OFF-state
without significant loss.
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Fig. 4. Fabricated electromagnet-controlled RA element prototype (top view
and side view) with electromagnet underneath ground plane connecting to dc
power source.

C. Mechanical Performance Analysis

To validate the height tunability of the proposed RA
element, a mechanical study on polystyrene film deformation
by imposing the magnetostatic force is performed. A formula
for expressing attraction on a square piece of magnetic
material with a square width of a in the uniform magnetic
field is used to predict the magnitude of magnetostatic force
F attracting the small steel patch [37]

F = −
|B|

2a2

2µ0
ẑ (1)

where a2 is the area of the square steel patch, µ0 is the
permeability of free space, and B is the magnetic flux density
at the steel patch. Since the magnetic flux density B is
generated by an electromagnet of finite solenoid coil style,
B can be assumed as

B = −
µ0µr nI

2

 le + s + tg√
b2 +

(
le + s + tg

)2
−

s + tg√
b2 +

(
s + tg

)2

ẑ

(2)

where µr is the relative permeability of the electromagnet
iron core, n is the number of turns, I is the current flowing
through the coil, s is the height of the steel patch, and b and
le are the radius and length of the electromagnet, respectively.
In this article, TMB-2006T is used as an electromagnet and
the following parameters are substituted into (1) and (2):
b = 10 mm, le = 80 mm, n = 4000, and µr = 1000 [36].

From the mechanics aspect of view, the deformation of
polystyrene film can be modeled as a cantilever with clamped
edges and a concentrated force F applying at its geometry

Fig. 5. Measurement system for height tunability of the electromagnet-con-
trolled RA element prototype.

center. Thus, the height of the small steel patch attaching to
the electromagnet-controlled element can be described using
the following formula [38]:

s = h + t − δ

= h + t −
|F|L3

4Edt3 (3)

where t is the thickness of the polystyrene film and tg = 1 mm
is the thickness of aluminum ground. The term δ represents
the displacement of the steel patch in the z-direction, which
is further expressed by several terms, where L is the length
of the cantilever (i.e., polystyrene film), E = 3.65 GPa is
Young’s modulus of polystyrene film, and d is the width of
the cantilever.

According to (1)–(3), the height tunability of the proposed
RA elements is based on multiphysics, e.g., electromagnetics
and mechanics. Since multiphysics simulation is difficult to
perform, experimental studies are performed here in order to
find the deformation tunability of the proposed RA elements.
One of the fabricated elements is shown in Fig. 4. The
measurement system is shown in Fig. 5. The height of the
small steel patch was measured by a high-accuracy 2-D laser
displacement sensor, KEYENCE LJ-G200.

Fig. 6 shows the height tunability of steel patch s with
respect to input dc voltage V of electromagnet. As shown
in Fig. 6(a), it is found that high applied dc voltage V is
necessary to attract the steel patch to the same height s when
the length of the polystyrene film L is short. The measurement
results agree well with the theoretically predicted ones, except
for the steep drops observed as s suddenly dropped to zero.
Therefore, a long film is preferable in order to reduce the
applied dc voltage. However, according to the measurement
results and limitation of the size of the RA element in the
y-direction at f = 4.4 GHz and L = 40 mm is chosen as the
optimum value of L.

Fig. 6(b) shows that applied dc voltage V significantly drops
if polystyrene film thickness t becomes thinner. Here, it should
be noted that a paper sheet with thickness t = 0.1 mm was
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Fig. 6. Height tunability of steel patch s with respect to input dc voltage of electromagnet with different (a) L, (b) t, (c) h, and (d) d values. The solid lines
are theoretical results obtained using (2) and (3) and dashed lines are measurement results. The right vertical axis shows the phase of reflection coefficient
with respect to different heights s, which was shown in Fig. 2, θ f = 0 curve.

used instead of the polystyrene film because the polystyrene
film thinner than 0.21 mm was unavailable. Although thin
paper is preferable to reduce the applied voltage, paper sheet
is mechanically too fragile and difficult to keep flatness.
Therefore, the polystyrene film with t = 0.21 mm was chosen
as the optimum one. Although the polystyrene film with
t = 0.21 mm looks fragile, it has sufficient stiffness to keep
the flatness in the OFF-state once L and d are optimized. The
so-called one-side clamped cantilever [38] supporting structure
with trigon/rectangular blocks also contributes to keep flatness
of the polystyrene film.

As shown in Fig. 6(c), relatively high applied dc voltage
V is necessary for attracting the patch as the height of PLA
blocks h becomes higher. On the other hand, the phase shift
between ON-state and OFF-state becomes smaller than 180◦

when h becomes lower. Therefore, the level of required applied
dc voltage and phase shift range are tradeoff. According to the
discussion, h = 5 mm is chosen as the optimum height in this
work.

As shown in Fig. 6(d), the applied dc voltage V becomes
lower as polystyrene film width d becomes narrower.
According to the measurement results, it can be concluded
that a narrower width of polystyrene film is preferred, but
the mechanical stiffness of exceedingly narrow film becomes
insufficient for maintaining flatness of the OFF-state RA
element. Therefore, d = 18 mm is chosen as the optimum
width in this work.

In addition to the above discussions on the measurement
results in Fig. 6(a)–(d), an interesting point should be
addressed. The height of the steel patch s suddenly drops to
zero as the applied dc voltage V reaches a specific threshold
value. The reasons are given as follows.

The first one is the discrepancy between the fabricated
RA element and its mechanical model. Equation (3) is
formulated from a cantilever deflection model, where force
is applied to the center of the cantilever whose edges are
fixed [38]. During the formulation, it is assumed that the
cantilever is uniform, the force is applied to the center
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point of the cantilever, and Young’s modulus E is scalar.
However, in practice, the cantilever is not uniform because
copper strip and steel patch are taped on the polystyrene
film. Moreover, the force is applied to a specific area over
the steel patch, not its center point. Also, Young’s modulus
E should be tensor when the mechanical anisotropy of the
polystyrene film is rigorously modeled in the formulation.
Such discrepancy between the fabricated RA element and its
mechanical model results in a difference between theoretical
formulas and measurement results.

The second one is nonlinear positive feedback, i.e.,
nonlinear increase of the magnetostatic force F as a function
of s. According to (2), it is found that the magnetic flux
density B is a nonlinear function of s. The nonlinearity
of B as a function of s is also found in a datasheet of
the electromagnet [36]. Therefore, the magnetostatic force
F nonlinearly increases as a function of s because F
is proportional to B2 as described in (1). Consequently,
mechanically nonlinear positive feedback, i.e., nonlinear
increase of the magnetostatic force F as s decreases, is given
to the proposed element when it is ON-state. The nonlinear
positive feedback results in ease of breaking the balance
between the magnetostatic force and the restoring force
because disturbance to the cantilever contributes to increasing
the magnetostatic attracting force.

Finally, it can be concluded that the RA element is
optimized mechanically at the working frequency of 4.4 GHz
and 180◦ phase shift can be realized in the proposed design.

III. DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF RA ANTENNA

A. Fabrication and Assemble of the 1-bit 25 × 8 RA

A 1-bit 25 × 8 elements RA is fabricated to demonstrate the
beam scanning ability. The fabricated RA prototype is shown
in Fig. 7(a). Here, the fabricated RA prototype was designed
to be large as much as possible so that it demonstrates high
1-bit resolution and superior beam scanning performance. As a
result, the aperture of the fabricated prototype is rectangular,
not square because the largest available aluminum ground
plane was a rectangular one.

Permanent button magnets are used for tuning height of
each RA element instead of the electromagnets to demonstrate
the scattering performance of the proposed RA in a simple
manner. UTOMAG 12 × 3 mm magnet is chosen because,
when this magnet is attached close against the geometrical
center behind the element ground plane, the steel patch can
stably bend the dipole strip downward to achieve 180◦ phase
shift. Because the aluminum ground plane shields the backside
structures from RF incident wave, electromagnets or button are
isolated from the RA elements.

The RA backside view that is behind the ground plane is
shown in Fig. 7(b). The 3-D-printed magnet holders, which
can keep the positions of the button magnets, are placed
under the ground plane. As shown in the right of Fig. 7(b),
the holders can hold the button magnets individually right
under the geometrical center of each element. In this work,
ON-/OFF-states of the RA element are controlled by whether
to insert a button magnet or not in the corresponding holder.

Fig. 7. Fabricated 1-bit 25 × 8 (= 200) elements RA prototype: (a) front
view and (b) backside view. Here, λ is wavelength at f = 4.4 GHz.

The button magnets are inserted to the holder behind the
ON-state RA elements, whereas they are not inserted to that
behind the OFF-state RA elements.

Practically, installation of the automatic height tunable
system of the proposed RA elements requires the development
of an array of electromagnets, dc sources, and their control
panel. However, this article focuses on demonstration of the
RA elements using electromagnets and the development of
the height tunable system is beyond the scope of this article.
Therefore, the height of the RA elements in the fabricated RA
prototype is tuned manually in this article.

One of the biggest problems on developing the automatic
height tunable system is to reduce the power consumption of
the electromagnets. The power consumption of the proposed
RA mainly comes from the ON-state elements. In this work,
commercial electromagnet TMB-2006T [36] was utilized,
to which around 30-W prompt power should be applied in
around 100 µs for attraction of a single element. Although
large power is required for bending down the element, in the
mechanical measurement, it is found that only around 0.5 W is
required for keeping ON-state because sufficient magnetostatic
force F for keeping ON-state is available by applying low
voltage V (around 4.5 V) when the height of steel patch
s is small. From a systematical viewpoint, if half of the
elements on the proposed RA is assumed to be kept ON-state,
the estimated total power consumption for keeping the
system is around 50 W. Although the power consumption
of the automatic height tunable system is high compared to
the conventional reconfigurable RAs, developing an efficient
electromagnet or designing an element whose height can be
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Fig. 8. Proposed RA illuminated by a horn antenna.

Fig. 9. Aperture efficiency of the proposed RA with respect to D.

kept without using the electromagnet is expected to reduce
the power consumption. They are expected to be developed as
future work.

B. Illumination Source and RA System Optimization

Position of a primary source illuminating the proposed RA
is optimized so that the aperture efficiency of the proposed
RA is maximized. A primary source of the proposed RA is a
standard gain horn antenna (A-INFO LB-187-10-C-SF) [39].
In order to avoid blockage by the primary source, oblique
angle of incidence (θ f , ϕ f ) = (15◦, 180◦) is chosen. The
final RA setup can be found in Fig. 8, whereas foamed
polystyrene blocks (ϵr ≈ 1) are used to compose the horn
antenna and the proposed RA into an RA antenna system.
This means that the horn is located at coordinates (r, θ, ϕ) =

(D, θ f , ϕ f ) in the spherical coordinate system. Simulated
aperture efficiency with respect to spacing D between RA
and phase center of the horn antenna is shown in Fig. 9. The
aperture efficiency is expressed as follows [3]:

ηaperture = ηsηi (4)

where ηs is the spillover efficiency and ηi is the illumination
efficiency. In this article, ηs and ηi are obtained in the
same manner as [3] and the detailed descriptions are
omitted. According to Fig. 9, it is found that the maximum
aperture efficiency of 66% is achieved when D = 310 mm.
The illumination efficiency and the spillover efficiency
corresponding to the maximum aperture efficiency are 78%

and 84%, respectively. The edge taper level of the RA
corresponding to the maximum aperture efficiency is below
−10 dB.

Next, ON-/OFF-states of the proposed RA element are
designed so that the proposed RA forms a uniform phase
front in a specific main-beam direction r̂s = (1, θs, ϕs). The
ON-/OFF-states of the proposed RA element are determined by
the following formula [3]:

9i = k
(
Ri − r i · r̂s

)
+ 90 (5)

where 9i is the phase of reflection coefficient required for
the i th element, k is the free-space wavenumber, and Ri is
the distance from the primary source to the to i th element.
r i is a vector to represent the i th element position, and r̂s

is a unit vector directed to the main-beam direction. 90 is a
degree of freedom on phase and is given so that the gain of
the proposed RA is maximized [40]. If 9i is in the range from
0◦ to 180◦, the OFF-state (9of f = 90◦) is assigned to the i th
element; otherwise, the ON-state (9on = 270◦) is assigned to
it as follows:

9i(1-bit) =

{
9on, 180◦ < 9i < 360◦

9of f , 0◦ < 9i < 180◦.
(6)

IV. MEASUREMENT OF SCATTERING PERFORMANCE

A. Outdoor Measurement Setup

The scattering performance of the proposed RA antenna
was measured in an outdoor environment because our radio
anechoic chamber is too small to measure the far field of the
fabricated prototype directly. The outdoor measurement setup
is shown in Fig. 10. It is well known that reflection from the
ground affects the measured far field and the so-called height
pattern is observed [41]. In order to eliminate the effect of the
reflection from the ground, radio wave absorbers are placed
at the reflection area below the midpoint between RA antenna
and receiving antenna [42]. Moreover, the time-domain gating
function of a vector network analyzer (VNA) is used to
filter out the reflection from the ground. Due to the radio
wave absorbers and the time-domain gating function, it was
confirmed that the effect brought by ground plane reflection
on the measured transmission coefficient is suppressed
below 0.5 dB.

B. Results of Beam Scanning Ability Validation

Gain patterns of the proposed RA antenna are shown in
Fig. 11. In the results, it is found that the measured main-
beam direction agrees well with those of simulated ones and
the 2-D beam scanning ability of the proposed RA antenna
is demonstrated. For the scenario when the RA antenna’s
main beam directed to the specular direction (15◦, 0), the
measured gain is around 22.7 dBi and the first sidelobe
level is −13.8 dB. Around 1-dB drop of the measured gain
from the simulated one comes from material loss neglected
in numerical simulation and the imperfect elimination of the
reflection from the ground. As the main-beam direction of the
RA antenna approaches θ = 45◦, the beam starts to distort, and
a grating lobe appears at around (θ , ϕ) = (5◦, 180◦), because
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Fig. 10. Side-viewed demonstration of field experiment setup for measuring the proposed RA antenna system in an outdoor environment.

TABLE I
GAIN LOSS BUDGET OF THE PROPOSED RA ANTENNA

of the imperfect phase compensation by the 1-bit phase shift.
The aperture efficiency of the RA antenna corresponding to
specular reflection is 34.0%. Losses of the proposed RA are
tabulated in Table I. In Table I, the illumination loss and
spillover loss were obtained in Section III-B by an aperture
efficiency analysis. The 1-bit quantization loss was obtained by
comparing simulated gain of the proposed RA antenna with
1-bit compensated phase distribution and ideal compensated
phase situation.

The frequency response of the gain and aperture efficiency
of the proposed RA antenna corresponding to specular
reflection was measured and the results are shown in
Fig. 12(a). The bandwidth corresponding to 1-dB gain drop of
the proposed RA antenna is around 410 MHz (the fractional
bandwidth is 9.16%), which is comparable to the bandwidth
where the 1-bit phase shift is feasible, as shown in the yellow
zone of Fig. 2. According to the results, it is found that
the 1-bit phase shift between the ON- and OFF-states of the
proposed RA element should be kept within the operating
frequency band. Otherwise, the scattering performance can be
deteriorated. A frequency corresponding to the maximum gain
shifts away from f = 4.4 GHz because of the fabrication error
or measurement misalignment.

The beam scan loss of the proposed RA antenna is shown in
Fig. 12(b). For beam scanning in the xoz plane (ϕs = 0), it is
found that the measured gain decreases as the beam scanning
angle is away from the specular direction. For example, in the
scenario when the RA antenna’s main beam is directed to
(θs, ϕs) = (45◦, 0), the gain decreases from 22.7 to 19.5 dBi,

resulting in around 3.2-dB scan loss. The large scan loss is
partially contributed by the reduction of physical aperture as
the beam scanning angle increases. Imperfect 1-bit phase shift
also contributes to the beam scan loss, as implied in Fig. 11(b).
For beam scanning in the yoz plane (ϕs = 90◦), the results
of Fig. 12(b) show that the gain performance significantly
degrades when θs is over 20◦, e.g., scan loss of 2.9 dB at
θs = 25◦ and 6.3 dB at θs = 45◦ is found. This is because
the proposed element has a large spacing on the y-direction,
which leads to a grating lobe problem when the RA scans to
large angle.

Finally, a comparison of the proposed reconfigurable RA
antenna performances with some representative reference
works is summarized in Table II. Since this work is a 1-bit
RA antenna system, 1-bit quantization loss is inevitable.
For a fair comparison to demonstrate the high-efficiency
performance of this work, most of the representative reference
works shown in Table II are 1-bit RA. As a result, it is
clarified that the proposed 1-bit RA achieves lower element
loss and relatively high aperture efficiency over conventional
ones. Besides the works shown in Table II, in the working
frequency range around 5 GHz, the proposed work also
exhibits distinctive element loss performance compared with
electronically controlled method such as [16] and [18]
(element loss around 1 dB at 5 GHz and 2.4 dB at 5.4 GHz,
respectively), and mechanically controlled method such as [32]
(element loss around 0.18 dB at 4.8 GHz). These reference
works are also added in Table II and their quantization losses
are marked as multibits. The outstanding performance of the
proposed RA antenna comes from complete isolation between
the RA element and the electromagnets in the RF frequency
band. Therefore, it can be concluded that the proposed RA
antenna is a promising technology as a high-gain and beam
scanning antenna.

V. FEASIBILITY OF THE PROPOSED RA ELEMENT AT
HIGHER FREQUENCY BAND

Although the performance of the proposed RA element
has been demonstrated in this study, its feasibility at the
higher frequency band should be discussed, where air-fed
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED 1-bit RA ANTENNA PERFORMANCES WITH REFERENCE WORKS

Fig. 11. Gain patterns of the proposed RA antennas at f = 4.4 GHz for
main beam directed in (a) xoz plane (ϕs = 0) and (b) yoz plane (ϕs = 90◦).
The bold lines are simulation results obtained by FEKO, and the dashed lines
are measurement results. The ON-states (white) and OFF-states (black) of the
RA elements are shown in the bottom left.

antenna such as RA would exhibit distinctive advantages.
Since the proposed RA element must be designed under
electrical/mechanical restrictions, the operating frequency in

Fig. 12. Measured gain performance of the proposed RA antenna along
(a) frequency band and (b) beam scanning angle in both xoz and yoz planes.

this work is only around 4.4 GHz. Here, the feasibility
of the proposed RA element at the higher frequency
band is discussed from the viewpoints of mechanics and
electromagnetics approaches.

From the electromagnetic viewpoint, it should be demon-
strated that the proposed RA element exhibits 1-bit
performance at the higher frequency band without significant
loss. Numerical simulation results are shown in Fig. 13. In the
numerical simulation model, the element size is scaled down
as frequency f changes. The phase difference of reflection
coefficients between ON- and OFF-states of the RA elements is
over 166◦, ranging from 4.4 to 10 GHz. Since 180 ± 20◦ phase
tuning range is typically chosen where 1-bit reconfiguration
can be sufficiently demonstrated [16], [17], 166◦ at 10 GHz
is still acceptable. The reflection loss increases because the
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Fig. 13. Reflection performance of the proposed RA element at higher
frequency band. Scaling factor n is introduced and dimensions of the RA
element are scaled down as f changes.

Fig. 14. Element design with reduced y-direction dimension using multiple
U-turns on cantilever in (a) ON-state and (b) OFF-state.

loss tangent tanδ of the polystyrene film is constant during
the numerical simulation, i.e., conductivity of the polystyrene
film increases as the frequency f increases. The maximum
reflection loss over the band is around 0.29 dB, which is
a moderate value compared to conventional RA elements.
According to the numerical results and discussions, it can
be concluded that the 1-bit performance of the proposed RA
element is achievable at the higher frequency band.

From the mechanical viewpoint, scale down of the RA
element, including its mechanical system, is necessary for
increasing the operating frequency. A multiple U-turns
cantilever system, which is inspired by MEMS cantilever
design, is a promising approach for scaling down the RA
element [43]. Examples of the multiple U-turns cantilever
system are shown in Fig. 14. The multiple U-turns cantilever
system can save the space of the cantilever at the small expense
of the flexibility of the structure. Another approach is to
reduce the size of the electromagnet. To the best of authors’
knowledge, the smallest available electromagnet with satisfied
performance is TMN-105S [44], whose maximum diameter is
around 10 mm. Application of both approaches can potentially
raise the working frequency to around 8.8 GHz, which is
remaining as future work.

VI. CONCLUSION

High-efficient mechanically reconfigurable 1-bit RA ele-
ments, which can achieve isolation between RA elements and

reflection phase controlling devices using electromagnets, have
been proposed. The proposed reconfigurable RA elements
were composed of bendable metallic dipole over flexible
supporting structures backed by a ground plane. Metallic
dipole elements were attached with small steel patches and
their height can be controlled using electromagnets behind
the ground plane. In this way, total isolation between RA
elements and RF phase shifters can be achieved. The reflection
coefficient of the proposed RA element was simulated and its
deformation tunability was demonstrated through theoretical
and experimental analysis. A 25 × 8 reconfigurable 1-bit
RA antenna using the proposed element was designed and
fabricated. Through an outdoor field measurement of the
proposed RA antenna system, around 22.7-dBi measured gain
and 34% aperture efficiency were found in a specular direction,
which proved the high-efficient scattering performance of
the proposed design. The element loss performance as
well as aperture efficiency were very competitive in 1-bit
reconfigurable RA antennas and can be a potential candidate
for next-generation high-gain antenna application.

Although the performance of the proposed 1-bit RA has
been demonstrated in this work, several challenging problems
are still remaining: reduction of the applied dc voltage to the
electromagnets, large angle beam scanning in the yoz plane,
and continuous height tunability (multibits). The solution to
these problems is expected to further enhance the performance
of the proposed RA antenna, and solving these problems is
remained as future work.
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